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Vehicle consumption at the household level is inherently associated with household 

demographic and socioeconomic status. However, few studies have attempted to 

forecast vehicle consumption by these household characteristics, and most researchers 

use aggregated population and economic data to forecast in use of either regression or 

other modelling approaches.

American automakers have been experiencing a continuous downturn: the output of 

passenger cars has decreased steadily from 5.6 million in 1999 to 2.2 million in 2009; 

the annual growth rate of the average number of vehicles per household was 2.53 per 

cent in the period 1970-1980, but decreased to 0.48 per cent in the period 1990-2000. 
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Race/ethnic groups： White non-Hispanic, Black non-Hispanic, 

Hispanic, Asian and other non-Hispanic.

Vehicles types: car (passenger car, station wagon, SUV, and others cars), 

van (minivan, cargo-van, and passenger van), and truck (pickup and other 

trucks).

Household income categories: high income, middle income I, middle 

income II, and low income) are defined based on the income quartiles. 
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• More than a half of the cumulative increase of household vehicle consumption is due 

to the increased consumption in cars. 

• The consumption of vans will increase very quickly,  which is mainly driven by 

householders aged 25-64, White non-Hispanic households and Hispanic households, 

and households with more than five members.

• The age group of 45-64 will make the largest contribution to the vehicle consumption 

increase. And vehicle owners aged 65+ will increase rapidly after 2010.

• Hispanic households will play a significant role in the vehicle consumption increase 

of the next decade, in particular, those with householder aged 25-44.
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Forecast at the Sub-national Level

Since the late 1990s, researchers and policymakers have demanded 
household projections at sub-national levels such as provinces (or 
states), counties and cities, and other small areas. 

Household and living arrangement projections at sub-national levels are 
useful for distributing government funds, allocating various types of 
resources, planning development of infrastructure and public facilities, 
market research, production planning for household-related goods and 
services, and decisions on expansion or reduction of local businesses.

Subnational data tend to be limited, especially for the city/county levels. 
Thus we may need some methods to address this data limitation.



Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) is the officially 

certified regional planning agency for these six counties (Imperial, Los 

Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, and Ventura), and it is currently 

the largest metropolitan planning organization of the United States with an 

area of more than 38,000 square miles. This makes up a good case to apply 

and validate the method of ProFamy at the county level. 
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Percentage Distributions of Living Arrangements of the Elderly aged 65+ in Southern California, 2010 to 2040
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Percentage of Household Types by Race in South California, 2010 to 2040



Number of Solo-living 65+ Elderly in South California by Sex, Race and Marital Status, 2010 to 2040 
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